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Across the wide open spaces of north eastern New Mexico roams an 
unlikely creature, the North American pronghorn antelope.  Dr. Mark 
Wallace is working alongside New Mexico Fish and Game to relocate 
and monitor pronghorn survival and habitat use. 

Pronghorn may look like they were imported from the African savannah, 
but they are native to North America.  In the early 1800’s, their 
population numbered 35 million, but due to non-regulated hunting, their 
numbers quickly plummeted to 700,000 by the late 1800’s and hunting 
pronghorn became illegal.  It was not until 1940’s and 1950’s that limited 
hunting permits were again issued.  Today, pronghorn populations are 
on the rise with an estimation of about 700,000 individuals.  

In New Mexico, large herds can be seen grazing in agricultural fields, 
costing farmers their winter forage crops.  The antelope devour alfalfa or 
winter wheat crops, leaving little to no available winter food for cattle. 
New Mexico Fish and Game found themselves caught between 
conservation concerns and exasperated farmers.  Their solution to this 
conflict was to capture and relocate adult pronghorn into historically 
occupied pronghorn habitats in south eastern New Mexico.  “Pronghorn 
are so numerous in some areas that the state is now moving hundreds 
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of antelope to unoccupied or under occupied antelope habitats. These areas are historically known to 
sustain pronghorn, but the major issue was fencing” Dr. Wallace notes.  Modern fencing is a serious 
issue for these nimble creatures as they prefer to duck under fences, and do not jump them like deer 
or elk.  New Mexico Fish and Game and the Bureau of Land Management are working with private 
landowners to modify existing fences, making them more antelope friendly. “The bottom row of 
fencing is raised to 16” and switched to smooth wire to help them pass without barbed wire tearing up 
the pronghorn’s back,” Dr. Wallace affirms.  

Each January, Dr. Wallace and his research team collaborate with New Mexico Fish and Game to 
capture and relocate these historic animals to the pre-selected transplant sites in south eastern New 
Mexico.  Using radio-telemetry and vaginal implant transmitters (VIT’s), Dr. Wallace’s graduate 
students are able to see that the animals are thriving in the new habitat.  Dr. Wallace explains that 
“the use of VIT’s allows us to document fawn production at the relocation sites.  These implants do 
not harm the animal and are expelled during birth.”  This kind of radio telemetry allows the research 
team to locate pronghorn fawns at birth and track them during the critical first few weeks of life.  
Combining both the VIT’s and traditional radio telemetry helps the research team document the 
success of the relocation program. 

The North American Pronghorn remains deeply-rooted in New Mexico and with the support of Dr. 
Mark Wallace, his research team, and the continued efforts of New Mexico Fish and Game, these 
animals are being successfully reintroduced back to their traditional habitats in south-eastern New 
Mexico. 

New Mexico Pronghorn Capture 2014: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVV5aGYq-WA  
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